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ABSTRACT 
A new “finite section” type theorem is used to show that the members of an 
interesting class of bounded totally positive matrices map 1, onto 1, if and only if 
their range contains a vector which alternates in sign and has coordinates bounded 
away from zero. The class of matrices studied contains all banded totally positive 
matrices, and thus all infinite spline collocation matrices. Connections to related work 
and extension to matrices which are not sign regular are indicated. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
A totally positive matrix is one whose minors are alI nonnegative. Cramer’s 
rule shows that the inverse of an n X n invertible totally positive matrix 
attains its I, norm on the vector whose coordinates are alternating 2 1’s. The 
main results of this paper are extensions of this fact to generalized inverses of 
rectangular totally positive matrices of full rank and to certain infinite and 
biinfinite totally positive matrices, including banded ones. The results are 
weak extensions in the sense that they do not assert that the inverse attains its 
norm on a particular vector, but do give bounds on the inverse in terms of the 
norm of the inverse on the vector of alternating 2 1’s. 
The proof for the infinite case uses a “finite section” type result which is 
interesting in its own right (Theorem 1). A more detailed study of this result 
will appear elsewhere, but for completeness a proof is included here. In the 
remainder of this section we introduce some notation and state the main 
results. 
For a subset I C Z (the integers) and 1 G p G co, Z,(Z) wiU denote the 
Banach space of ail sequences indexed by I having finite 1, norm. For 
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A:Z,(Z)-Z,(J), theinducedoperatornormis lIAIIp:=~~p{IIAxIIp=IlrI/p 
= l}. For XI, YE Z,(Z), the pointwise product will be denoted by ry (i.e., 
(xy)(i) = x(i)y(i), i E I). The usual inner product wiIl be denoted by 
(x, y) : = Xx(i)y( ‘) a w h enever it makes sense. For a set S, the cardinality of S 
is denoted by 1 S 1. For k, c > 0 we define the set of matrices L( k, c) : = {A : the 
row vectors of A, rj( i E Z ), satisfy 
ril; = 0 if Ii-il>k 
and 
;; {t: r,+Jt) #O} 
j=l 
(1) 
(2) 
For example, if aif= for Ii-il>k, then A~L(2k,3). Similarly, if A is 
banded in the Hankel fashion ( aii = 0 for I -C i + j G Z + k for some 1, k), then 
AE L(k,2). The proof of the following will constitute the following section. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a matrix with row vectors { ri : i E Z} for some 
ZcZ. Assume that lIAll,Gl andriri=O if Ii-il>k forsomefixed k. Zf 
there is an integer m > k and a number 0 < cu < m/k such that for each i E Z 
the linear system 
(q, x> = b(i), iE{i+l ,...,i+m} nz, (3) 
has a solution satisfying 
(4 
for each vector b of appropriate dimension, then for every YE Zl(Z) 
II A*y II I 2 m-ak IlYlll, 
cY(m+k) 
and therefore A is onto. Zf A is also one to one, then 
(5) 
(6) 
The main result on totally positive matrices here is 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be totally positive with rows indexed by 1, columns 
indexed by J, and 11 AIlrn G 1. Assume that there are positive numbers k, c, 
and6andx~Z,(J)suchthatA~L(k,c)and(Ax)(i)(-1)’~6foraZZi~Z. 
Then A maps l,(J) onto Z,(Z). Zf x is unique, then A has a bounded inverse. 
Micchelli [4] conjectured that a certain infinite spline interpolation prob- 
lem has a solution if and only if the problem with alternating -C 1 data has a 
solution. In [ 1, p. 3191, de Boor posed a related question concerning invertibil- 
ity of infinite, banded, totally positive matrices. Theorem 2 provides a positive 
answer to this question. de Boor [6] and de Boor, Friedland, and Pinkus [7] 
have also solved this problem; we discuss the various proofs in the last section 
of this paper as well as give indications of how our results can be extended. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For 1 G i G m + k define the sets 
tij:= U {iEZ:i+n(m+k)GiGi+m-l+n(m+k)} 
ntZ 
=: U S,(i) 
tlEZ 
and Ci : = ($11. Simply stated, C! is made of integer intervals of length m 
obtained from the interval [i, j + m - l] by translating by a multiple of m + k. 
What is important is that the intervals making up Cj are all separated by an 
interval of length at least k and that every integer is contained in exactly m of 
the Ci’s. Now let z E Zi(Z) have norm 1. Then 
Hence, there is an integer i0 such that 
Observe that if i E S,,( &) and i’E S,( i0) where n # n’, then r, and 5, have 
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disjoint supports. Consequently, the possibly infinite system 
(r&=b(i), iEtij”, 
uncouples into the finitely indexed systems 
(ri,x)=b(i), iES,(i,)flZ, nEZ. 
Defining b(i) = sgn x(i), i E I, solving (3), and using (4), we see that (Ax)(i) 
=b(i), iES,(j,)nZ, and IIxll,<(~. Now 
a II A*z II ,>(A*z, x) = (z, Ax) = ,;C, z(i)(Ax)(i)+ 2 z(i)(Ax)(i) 
1” i e Ci” 
This proves (5). By [2, p. 4331, it follows that A is onto. If A is 1- 1, then A* 
is ontoand ]]A~‘]], =I~(A*)-‘~li, whichproves(6). n 
COROLLARY. Let A be a matrix with row vectors {r, : i E Z}. Assume that 
llAll,=~l and riri=O if Ii-il>k for some fixed k. For each iEZ and 
integerm>kletA,,,denotethematrixwithrows{~:~E{i+l,...,i+m}n 
Z}. Suppose that there are matrices B,,, such that Ai,nBi,mv = v fw all v’s 
ofdimension I{i+l,..., i+m}nZ~andsuchthatsupi,,IIBi,mIIoo=o(m)as 
m + 00. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that for all YE 1, 
ZfA is on&o-one, lIAplll,<cpl. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that for iE {i + 1,. . . ,c + m} nz we have 
(1;,b,,,v)=v(i)andthatthereisanmsuchthat IIBi,Jloo<m/k. H 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The following result may be of independent interest. We shall need it in 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A be an m X n totally nonnegative matrix with m G n. lf 
there is a vector z such that for 1 G i G m, (Az)( i)( - l)i > 0, then the rank of 
A ism. 
Proof If m = 1, the rank of A is 1 if the condition is satisfied. Assume 
that the result holds for all k X n totally nonnegative matrices for 1 G k G m - 
1. We shall show it holds for the m X n case. Let ri,. . . ,r, be the rows of A, 
and assume they are linearly dependent. Then there is an integer i such that 
ri = 2y!i+lciri. Applying the induction hypothesis to the matrix whose rows 
are ri+i, ri+a,. . . ,r,, we can find indices ii+i < iit < . . . < i,, such that 
i+l if2 ... m 
A 
i ii+1 jif2 ... m I 
> 0. 
Fori+l~p~m,letM,denotetheminorofAwhoserowsarei,...,p-l,p 
+1 ,.,., m and whose columns are ii+i,jit2 ,..., i,,. Then usingri=X~i+iciri, 
we have 
p-l p+1 ... m+l 
i,, 
=(-l)P+i+l~pA ;;; 1:: :“). 
m 
So c (-l)p+‘+l> 0, and thus cp( -1)” has the same sign as (-l)‘+’ or is 
zerorfor i+lGpGm. But 
the quantity on the left is nonzero and has the sign (- l)i, and the quantity 
on the right has sign (-l)‘+‘. This contradiction shows that the rows of A 
must be linearly independent, so A has rank m. n 
The basic outline of the proof of Theorem 2 is as follows. We use Lemma 
1 to show that the rectangular submatrices of a given totally nonnegative 
matrix formed by consecutive rows have maximal rank. Then, we show that 
the Moore-Penrose generalized inverses of these rectangular matrices satisfy 
the hypothesis of the Corollary following Theorem 1. 
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Recall that if A is an m X n matrix of rank m, with m G n, then the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A is given by A’ : = A’< AAT)-’ [5, p. 
1451. The range of A’ is the row space of A, and A’b is the unique solution of 
Ax = b of minimal Z2 norm. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an m X n totally nonnegative matrix 
where m G n. Let e,,, E R m be the vector e,,,(i) = ( - l)i. Then 
IIA’ll,~211Ate,,II, 
and 
of rank m, 
(7) 
IIAfII,~2\inIIxII, for any x satisfying Ax = e,,, . (8) 
Proof. Define the cone X: = {v E Iw m: v(i)( - 1)’ Z= 0} and observe the 
following: 
(a) every v E Iw m has the unique decomposition v = v+ - v_ , where 
v+,v_EXand llv, llm,llv_ lloo~ Ilvll,; 
(b) an m X m matrix B = (bii) maps x into itself if and only if bii( - l)i+i 
>Oforall i,i. 
Now, AAT is totally nonnegative by the Cauchy-Binet theorem [3], so it has an 
inverse satisfying (b). Taking B = (AAr))‘, we see 
~~~bi,~=((AAT)em,em)=(Afem,Afem) 
i,i 
Now for VEW” with lJvll,~l and for any x with Ax=e,,,, we have, 
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using (a) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
II A’u II m s II A’v II 2G IIA+o+ II,+IIA+v_ II2 
This actually shows that the norm of A’ as an operator from I, to 1, is 
bounded by 211 Ate, I( s, which is stronger than (7). H 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let Ax = d, where x E I, and d( i)( - 1)’ 2 S > 0 for 
all i. Let Ai,, be defined as in the corollary to Theorem 1. These are 
effectively m X cm matrices satisfying ( Ai, m~i, ,)( j) = d(i), where xi, “, is the 
restriction of x to the coordinates indexed by Ai, m. By Lemma 1, A i, m has 
rank m. With A\, m : = (b,.,) we have, as in the proof of Lemma 2, 
So, as in (lo), we see that if Ilull,~l, then I(Af,,vllm~(2/6)lIxl12~ 
(2d’Z/~>llrll,. N ow apply the corollary. n 
4. EXTENSIONS AND RELATED RESULTS 
Simple examples show that an infinite matrix with linearly independent 
rows can fail to map Z, onto itself. In Lemma 1, total positivity was used to 
show that the matrices under consideration had linearly independent rows. 
The only other use of total positivity was in the crucial estimate 
((AAT)-‘d,d) G ((AAT)-lem,em) 
of Lemma 2, where the checkerboard pattern of (AAT)-’ was exploited. It 
therefore is possible to generalize Theorem 2 by replacing the total positivity 
assumption by (1) the assumption that the rows of the matrix are linearly 
independent and (2) appropriate assumptions on the cone preserving proper- 
ties of the matrices (Ai,,A?,‘,,)-‘. We shall not pursue this line of thought 
much further, but shall be content with stating the following 
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PROPOSITION. Let A be an infinite matrix with linearly independent 
rows. Assume that II A II m < cc and that there are positive numbers k, c, and 6 
andxEl,suchthatAEL(k,c)and(Ax)(i)~6foraZZi.lfforeachm~k 
and for each i the matrices Ai,, formed by rows i + 1,. . . ,i + m satisfy 
( Ai, m AT, ,,,-la 0 entrywise, then A maps 1, onto itself, 
The proof of this result consists of rewriting the proof of Lemma 2 with 
the positive orthant of R” replacing the cone x and the vector (1, 1,. , . , 1) 
replacing e,, . 
de Boor [6] and de Boor, Friedland, and Pinkus [7] have also solved 
Micchelli’s problem. The proof in [6] consists of showing that a biinfinite, 
banded, totally positive matrix has a main diagonal, thus making it possible to 
approach the inverse of the matrix by inverses of finite sections. The proof of 
[7] is similar in spirit to the one in this paper in some respects; however, the 
result in [7] does not require bandedness and is thus more general. In that 
paper, the authors consider rectangular subsystems, Ai, ,X = d, just as we did. 
But instead of working through Z,, they work directly with the minimal 1, 
norm solutions. They also observe that the total-positivity assumption can be 
replaced by the assumption of sign regularity-this is also true for our paper. 
Their uses of sign regularity parallel ours: once to show that the rows of the 
matrix are linearly independent, and once using the checkerboard nature of 
the inverse of a special submatrix to make an important estimate. The results 
of [7] are presented in a fairly general context, and additional investigations of 
the properties of inverses of infinite sign regular matrices’ are made; however, 
it is not clear that these results can be extended along the lines of the 
Proposition stated above. 
The result in Section 4 was observed by the author while he was a guest of 
the SFB-72 of the University of Bonn in July 1981. 
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